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How Do We “Raise” Ethically Minded Computer Students?
Abstract
Intelligent technology is increasingly being woven into the fabric of everyday life. It is
becoming more and more a seemingly necessary and somewhat trusted component of society for
both personal and non-personal day-to-day interactions. Developing such intelligent systems
requires technical expertise, such as an in-depth knowledge of natural language processing or
machine learning. However, in addition to technical expertise, a deep awareness and
understanding of ethics and societal impact are also essential. Mastering knowledge of ethics and
societal impact falls on the shoulders of computer professionals and programmers, whose role is
to design and implement the decision-making component of intelligent systems. The
development of intelligent systems with embedded ethical and social awareness is of paramount
importance as a lack of such awareness has biased or unethical consequences. Such
consequences were recently demonstrated when an algorithmic decision-making system at
Amazon.com disqualified female job candidates. Preparing computer students to meet the
demand of intelligent technology implementation, requires incorporating the topics of ethics and
societal impact into computer curriculum. These topics should be introduced and reinforced
throughout the computer curriculum, beginning at the introductory courses, and continuing to the
advanced courses. This method ensures that computer students acquire the necessary technical
and ethical skills needed. The combination of these skills ensures effective design,
implementation and deployment of intelligent systems that are both technologically advanced
and ethically mindful.
1.0 Introduction
During the past few decades, the world has changed as a result of advances in technology
[1],[2],[3]. These advances in technology have impacted and transformed society both on a
personal and professional level. They have seemingly improved the quality of life [1],[2],[3] by
providing a means of knowledge acquisition and exchange, and by connecting people and
businesses everywhere. Most of today’s advanced technologies are powered by machine
learning algorithms. The machine learning algorithms examine trends in data and form
relationships by recognizing the patterns in the data. Once the relationships are established,
machine learning algorithms use these relationships to solve complex problems [4],[5].
Examples of machine learning in daily lives abound. Virtual personal assistants, such as Siri or
Alexa, use machine learning algorithms to collect usage data and refine the data to provide a
more accurate and personal experience for the user [8]. Machine learning algorithms are used in
online transportation networks such as Uber or Lyft [9]. These algorithms use traffic information
gathered from GPS navigation services, to estimate the price of a trip based on the time of day
and traffic conditions [9]. Social Media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, use machine
learning algorithms to customize the user experience. In such cases, the machine learning
algorithms are used to personalize news feed and ads, and to provide a list of suggested friends
or followers [7]. On many commercial websites, machine learning algorithms are used for online
customer support. These algorithms, which are called “chatbots,” provide the user with general
information and are also used to answer basic questions [7]. Google and other search engines use
machine learning algorithms to improve the search process and to recommend other searches

related to the original search [10]. In shopping websites, machine learning algorithms are used to
recommend items based on previous shopping history or buying trends [11]. In the medical field,
machine learning algorithms are used to process information and recognize patterns from MRI or
mammogram test results [6]. They are also used to predict variables that can potentially prevent
medical conditions, such as diabetes [6]. Corporations use machine learning algorithms to screen
potential job applicants [24]. The financial sectors use machine learning algorithms to determine
trends in spending and personalize offers to customers [7]. In addition, these algorithms are used
to predict risk. Here machine learning algorithms examine credit history and other financial data
to determine if individuals qualify for personal loans and mortgages [7].
Machine learning algorithms are vital in the development of present-day technologies. It
is predicted that their importance will increase exponentially as the demand for new and more
advanced intelligent technologies increases. In the near future, it is anticipated that machine
learning algorithms will be used to improve conversational artificial intelligent systems
(chatbots) [13], driverless cars, voice commands and queries [14], epidemic and outbreak
modeling, wildlife preservation, conflict resolution [15], real-time traffic monitoring, and
locating missing persons and stolen vehicles [16]. It is also predicted that machine learning
algorithms will become increasingly accessible not only to the large enterprises, but to all
businesses [17]. Currently, machine learning algorithms are ubiquitous and can affect lives. They
are increasingly being used in more of the decision-making processes such as, determining which
applicants are qualified for loans or choosing qualified job applicants [23, p. 231]. It is therefore
important that the computer professionals and programmers, who design and implement these
technologies, possess not only the technical sophistication required for the task, but also a deep
understanding of ethical and societal impact. It is this combination of technical knowledge and
ethical awareness, that can prevent bias and ensure the inclusion of people and groups of people
[25], [30]. In the past, the designers or manufacturers of computer systems were seldom involved
in the ethics of the technology as this responsibility was left to the user of that technology [30].
However, in intelligent technology, the decision-making process is part of the algorithm.
Computer professionals and programmers are therefore tasked with considering the possible
ethical impact of an algorithm at the design and coding stages [30]. Oftentimes, computer
professionals and programmers, although technically savvy, may not be aware of the ethical
dilemmas related to the algorithm [30]. Such examples already exist in today’s society and will
grow exponentially, as these algorithms increasingly become part of the day-to-day decisionmaking processes. Currently in some states, prison models are used to reduce prejudice in
sentencing [23, p. 25]. The algorithms that drive these models are based on answers to survey
questions regarding crime involvement. However, these surveys contain questions that are biased
[23, p.27]. For example, a prisoner is asked if he/she or any members of his/her family, friend
group, or any acquaintance, has had any contact with the police [23, p. 25]. Such a question is
inherently biased as statistically speaking, young black males are more likely to have been
stopped by police than young white males [23, p. 25]. Also, statistically speaking, convicted
criminals raised in poor and troubled neighborhoods are more likely to know people who have
had some contact with the police [23, p. 26]. In some states, judges use these prison models to
determine the length of a prison sentence [23, p. 27]. However, statistics have shown that
prisoners who are given longer sentences are exposed to other criminals for a longer time,
increasing their likelihood of returning to prison after being released [23, p. 27]. Statistics also

indicate that criminals with longer sentences have less of a chance of finding jobs and ultimately
increasing their likelihood of returning to criminal activity and eventually prison [23, p. 27].
In the same manner, employers are using hiring models to help determine potential
candidates for a job [23, p. 7]. One such model uses credit scores to evaluate new hires. The idea
behind this model is that, if people pay their bills on time, then they are more likely to come to
work on time and follow the rules [23, p.7]. However, making the connection between low credit
scores and responsibility is biased. Many uncontrollable factors can contribute to low credit
scores such as illness or loss of income [23, p.7]. Unfortunately, the use of such biased hiring
algorithms decreases the likelihood of someone with a low credit score obtaining a position, even
if the individual is responsible and a good candidate for the job [23, p. 7]. This creates a vicious
cycle. Joblessness can result in further economic hardship. Economic hardship can further
worsen credit scores. Having bad credit scores makes it even more difficult to get hired for a job
[23, p.7]. Amazon is an example of a corporation that uses hiring models to determine potential
job candidates. Recently the Amazon hiring algorithm displayed bias when it excluded female
applicants [34]. This hiring algorithm determined candidates by examining the patterns in
resumes submitted to Amazon over a period of ten years [34]. However, during this period, a
very high percentage of the job applicants were male, due to the prevalent computer industry
trend at this time [34]. Using this observed trend for identifying good job candidates, the
algorithm gave a high score to male applicants and penalized female applicants. As a result,
female applicants were excluded altogether from the results [34]. These situations highlight the
fact that no model can include the complexity inherent in society [23, p. 20]. These models are
not programmed to be mindful of the social and ethical nuances which matter greatly and
ultimately make a difference in the outcome [23, p. 27]. Removing bias from algorithms requires
the algorithm to be programmed not only to be technically efficient, but also ethically conscious
[23, p.20]. This difficult task falls on the shoulders of computer professionals and programmers
as models are nothing more than an “abstract representation of some process” [23, p. 18].
Computer professionals and programmers have to be able to make choices [23, p. 204] and be
the gatekeepers of ethical issues such as bias, ensuring that no one is left behind [39]. Hence, it is
paramount that computer curricula embed ethics and societal issues related to bias [35] to
provide computer students with a deeper understanding of the ethical dilemmas associated with
algorithm design and coding [30]. Ultimately, such an understanding will help in the process of
identifying possible methods for addressing ethical concerns, such as bias in algorithm design
and implementation [33]. The production of more ethically conscious algorithms, will help in
reducing the potential negative impact of such technologies on society[33].
This paper is divided into several sections. In section 2.0 of this paper, literature related
to machine learning is reviewed. A synthesis of the issues related to this domain are outlined.
Specifically, a discussion of the importance of incorporating ethics in computer curriculum
including algorithm bias is presented. Section 3.0 of this paper outlines a plan for raising
awareness of algorithm bias in a newly developed Introduction to Data Science course. Subsections 3.1 through 3.4 detail the plan by indicating the goal, identifying the learning outcomes,
discussing the class activities, and proposing an evaluation strategy as well as a strategy for
presenting the results. The last section of this paper discusses the future study.
2.0 Related work

Machine learning is defined as a system that mimics human learning by acquiring
knowledge from the real world and performing based on this knowledge [18]. Unlike humans,
machine learning algorithms cannot reason [18]. They cannot include the subtleness of human
interaction or the complexity that exists in the world [23, p. 20]. Important information will
inevitably be missing from these machine learning algorithms [23, p. 20]. These algorithms have
inherent bias as they reflect the judgments, good or bad, of their designers and programmers [23,
p. 21], and in some cases, process data that is itself biased [12]. This makes it difficult for
machine learning algorithms to produce fair results[12]. Ultimately though, the responsibility of
ensuring fairness in the data generated by these algorithms falls on the shoulders of computer
professionals and programmers. These computer professionals and programmers are the
gatekeepers, ensuring no one or no group of people is excluded [12]. Therefore, of paramount
importance is educating the future computer professional and programmer in not only the
technical skills needed to design and code machine learning algorithms, but also the ethical
concerns and dilemmas related to these algorithms.
2.1 Importance of the Inclusion of Ethical Topics in Computer Curriculum
Quinn [26] emphasizes the importance of including ethical issues in each computer
course throughout the computer curriculum. He [26] states that this method targets specific
ethical issues relevant to specific computer topics. For example, ethical issues related to database
technologies are discussed in a database course, likewise, ethical issues related to computer
security are discussed in a computer network and security course [26]. Metcalf et al. [27] also
agree with Quinn in dispersing ethical topics throughout the computer curriculum and in each
related computer course. These researchers [27] state that an integrative approach is more
effective especially if accompanied by relevant case studies that outline the ethical dilemma and
possible solutions [27]. Likewise, Jones [28] believes that to bring awareness to key ethical
issues, these issues should be discussed in every computer course throughout the curriculum.
Jones[28] suggests that it is important that students learn the technical aspects of the computer
topic and the ethical issues related to that topic. Like Quinn [26], Jones [28] suggests the use of
ethics-related projects tailored to the computer topic covered. Chowdhury [29] also agrees with
Quinn [26], Metcalf et al. [27], and Jones [28], and suggests embedding ethical and moral issues
throughout the computer curriculum. Chowdhury [29] recommends the use of role-play, drama,
simulation, educational games, debates, discussions, projects, group work and other such
interactive and group-related activities to reinforce ethical concepts. Sirpan et al. [31] emphasize
it is more effective to teach ethics throughout the computer curriculum by infusing workshops,
team projects, individual assignments and soliciting guest speakers, to help computer students
understand the ethical dilemmas. Polmear et al. [32] outline the efficiency of incorporating
ethical themes throughout the computer curriculum. Polmear et al. [32] indicate that this method
is most effective. They [32] state that most computer curricula in undergraduate programs have
too many required computer courses to be able to accommodate an additional computer ethics
course [32]. Infusing ethical issues and dilemmas in each computer course throughout the
computer curriculum allows students to be continually exposed to key ethical issues [38]. The
persistent presence of key ethical issues throughout the curricula reinforces the importance of
these issues [38]. It encourages students to see ethics as an integral component in the computer
domain [38]. All the researchers [26],[27],[28],[29],[31],[32],[38] highlight the importance of

integrating ethical concepts with computer skills. The goal for such integration is to create a
complete education for computer programmers that includes not only technical proficiency but
ethical awareness.
2.2 Importance of the Inclusion of Algorithm Bias as an Ethical Topic in the Computer
Curriculum
In terms of machine learning algorithms, bias is the prevalent ethical theme found in a
majority of the literature. In the domain of machine learning, bias is defined as the “systematic
unfairness perpetrated on individuals or groups [22].” As technology becomes more advanced,
especially in autonomous systems such as decision-making systems, ethical framework and
values become imperative in the design and coding of machine learning algorithms [21]. It is
important that within the design process, computer professionals keep mindful of human values
and separate the design from biased values [21]. According to Friedman [22], bias is one of the
key ethical issues which computer professionals and programmers need to address when
designing algorithms. Friedman [22] states that it is imperative to include human values, such as
those related to eliminating bias, in a “principled and comprehensive” way in every aspect of
design. These human values are as important in design as are usability, reliability, and
correctness [36]. Friedman [22] emphasizes that it is necessary to add human values to the design
of algorithms early on and throughout the design process.
The pressing need for bias awareness and understanding in the design and results of
machine learning algorithms is outlined by Wang[19] who analyzed the results of a survey of
590 participants using machine learning algorithms. The results of this study showed [19] that
awareness of algorithm bias increases with the amount of education that the computer
professional received. The study results also showed that both general education and computer
science education influences perceptions of bias and fairness [19]. Wang [19] states that people
with greater computer knowledge have a better understanding of the type of information that an
algorithm should generate. In addition, people with greater computer knowledge have a better
understanding of how this information can be processed fairly. The findings from this study [19]
suggests that computer education specifically related to algorithms, improves awareness of
algorithm bias and fairness. Higher education curricula also reflect the importance of
incorporating topics related to bias in machine learning algorithms. An examination of the syllabi
of 115 “tech ethics” courses from various universities [41], identified bias as the common and
recurring ethical theme being taught. The study results [41] indicate that the theme of bias is
infused in many of the ethical categories related to technology. These categories include privacy,
security and ownership [20].
3.0 Plan of Action - Raising Awareness of Algorithm Bias in an Introduction to Data Science
Course
Awareness of bias is paramount in the design and development of algorithms as has been
shown in this paper. In this section a plan for implementing awareness and understanding of
algorithm bias in a newly developed Introduction to Data Science course will be described. This
plan is grounded in theory, methods and recommendations discussed in section 2.0, and includes
best methods for incorporating this topic as well as learning outcomes.

3.1 The goal and learning outcomes
The primary goal of this initiative is to help undergraduate computer majors become
cognizant of the fact that machine learning algorithms can potentially generate bias, and that
such bias can exclude individuals or groups of people. It is important for these students to gain
such an awareness as they will ultimately be the designers and coders of these machine learning
algorithms. This goal can be broken down into the following learning outcomes [37],[40],[41]:
•
•
•
•

Students will identify the ethical issue of bias in machine learning algorithms
Students will identify the ethical dilemmas associated with algorithm bias including the
various standpoints and the possible consequences
Students will identify their responsibility as future computer professionals
Students will identify the prescribed ethical standards set by institutions such as
ACM/IEEE or ABET

3.2 Class Activities
Class activities will include case studies, weekly responses, discussions, guest lecture series
and team projects. These methods have been proven effective in raising awareness and
encouraging an understanding of ethical issues [29],[31].
1. Analysis of real-world cases both past and present related to algorithm bias will be
assigned. Students will work in teams to discuss the implications of the bias including the
issues, the effects, the recipients, the far-reaching results and other ethical dilemmas
related to bias. Students will also be asked to use role-play to identify the main biasrelated issues and concerns related to the case study.
2. Weekly responses to topics related to specific algorithm bias found in relevant readings,
TedTalks, and news articles, etc. will be assigned to broaden students’ understanding of
the effects of bias in today’s society.
3. Current events related to ethics on the whole and/or bias specifically will be posted on an
online discussion board. Students will be encouraged to participate online by providing
their insight related to the current event.
4. Guest lecturers/speakers will be invited to discuss the ethical concerns related to
algorithm bias. They will be randomly chosen from a group of computer professionals.
These computer professionals are members of an Advisory Board that guides and informs
the computer department on computer-related issues in the workforce.
5. A team project will be assigned which will identify a machine learning algorithm. The
team will be responsible for outlining the function of the algorithm as well as its effects.
Students will refer to prescribed industry standards. Students will identify the ethical bias
inherent in the algorithm and detail the ethical dilemmas which will ensue as a result of
the algorithm. Students will also be asked to identify the recipients and outline the farreaching effects of the algorithm. Students will have to identify their responsibility as
designers and coders. The results will be presented in class via PowerPoint presentation.
A report will also be submitted.
6. Quizzes and Exams will be given to reinforce the concepts discussed.

Table 1 below displays the correlation between the learning outcomes and the class activity.
Learning Outcomes
Identify the ethical issue of
bias in machine learning
algorithms
Identify the ethical dilemmas
associated with algorithm
bias including the various
standpoints and the possible
consequences
Identify student responsibility
as future computer
professionals

Class Activities
1,2,3,4,5,6

1,2,3,4,5,6

4, 5, 6

Identify the prescribed ethical 5, 6
standards set by institutions
such as ACM/IEEE or ABET
Table 1: Learning outcomes and the related class activity
3.3 Evaluation
3.3.1 Student
The students will be asked to evaluate the course using the college evaluation form. In
addition, students will be asked to complete a survey specific to the ethics component of the
course. Questions regarding the usefulness of bias-related topics covered in the course and the
effectiveness of the teaching methods will be asked. Also, students will be asked to give
suggestions regarding additional bias-related topics which can be relevant to the course. Students
will also be asked to volunteer to participate in focus groups.
3.3.2 Advisory Board
A survey will be given to Advisory Board members to solicit their expert opinions related
to bias topics covered in the course. Advisory Board members will be asked to rate the ethical
topics covered in the course. They will also be asked for their input regarding the addition of
other bias-related topics which they feel are important in today’s tech industry.
3.4 Results of student and Advisory Board surveys and focus groups
Statistical analysis of the student and Advisory Board surveys as well as the learning
outcomes will be conducted. Content analysis of focus group discussions will also be conducted.
4.0 Future Direction

The quantitative and qualitative findings from the surveys and focus groups will be
analyzed, learning outcomes will be measured and these findings will be presented in a future
paper. Based on these findings and if warranted, revisions will be made to the course outline,
outcomes and/or activities. The ethical component related to bias in the course will continue to
be evaluated in the next offering of the class and surveys, focus groups and evaluation of
learning outcomes will ensue. Quantitative and qualitative results gathered from the second
offering of the class will be compared and contrasted with previous results and the findings will
be reported in a future paper.
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